MyTarp.Com, North America's Leading Online Retailer Of Tarps, Introduces Truck Tarp Resource.
Now viewable on Slideshare, top presentation sharing website, is a Truck Tarp resource that show customers
the features and benefits of using truck tarps.
Online PR News â€“ 22-February-2011 â€“ MARIETTA, GA -- MyTarp.com, top retailer of discount tarps, has
posted a truck tarp resource on Slideshare. This new presentation goes over the features and benefits of
utilizing truck tarps to protect the truck, the load, and drivers from the rigors of travel. Customers should
access the resource on Slideshare to determine when the usage of truck tarps would be ideal.
Â
In general, most states require that trucks and their cargo be safely covered in order to prevent unsafe driving
conditions. MyTarp.com makes this possible by offering a myriad of options for truck tarps, with everything
from clear plastic tarps to silver tarps. Their customer service representatives are knowledgeable and can
help customers choose the proper sizing and material for their specific situation.
Â
Sharing the word about MyTarp.com through Slideshare is really giving our clients a chance to see a
presentation that breaks down the many uses and advantages to truck tarps. The presentation itself
is concise and quite helpful,
Truck tarps are more than just a safety measure; they also provide a modicum of security, as people cannot
see the cargo and are therefore less likely to attempt a theft. MyTarp.com also offers sizes that can fit
personal truck beds, useful for transporting items that are likely to fly out of the bed during travel.
Â
"Stocking every kind of truck tarp from lumber tarps to steel tarps, we guarantee that MyTarp.com has the
tarp you're looking for. And if we don't, we can custom make a tarp to your specifications. We'd like our
customers to be our customers for life, and will go the extra mile to ensure their loyalty," said Steve Gao,
Customer Service Manager of MyTarp.com (http://www.mytarp.com).
Â
Quality shows in the truck tarps sold by MyTarp.com. Construction includes heat sealed vinyl seams, double
lock stitched hems, reinforced with high strength webbing, and D-rings (when used) are heavy, welded style
with tack stitching.
Â
Customers should access the resource on Slideshare.com to determine when the usage of truck tarps would
be ideal. Slideshare is a business media site for sharing presentation, documents, and PDF's. There is the
option to share a presentation via social media, to get the word out.
Â
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"Sharing the word about MyTarp.com through Slideshare is really giving our clients a chance to see a
presentation that breaks down the many uses and advantages to truck tarps. The presentation itself is
concise and quite helpful," concludes Gao.
Â
About MyTarp.com:
MyTarp.com is a leading online retailer and manufacturer of pre-fabricated and custom canvas tarps, vinyl
tarps, and poly tarps in addition to their product line of screens, covers and shades. The company is
dedicated to providing its customers with top-quality products at low prices and personalized customer
service.
Â
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